Abstract Information channels from SCF MO calculations using different basis sets and their entropic bond descriptors are compared within the orbital communication theory. In this information-theoretic (IT) treatment of communications between basis functions the overall covalency and ionicity bond components reflect the average communication noise and information flow, respectively, in the resolution level specified by the adopted set of basis functions. The basis-set dependence of the orbital conditional probabilities and their entropic descriptors of the information covalency/ionicity content is explored. Compared to the minimum set χ of the occupied atomic orbitals of the separated constituent atoms, the extended basis sets of Gaussian orbitals and/or their formal contractions generally give rise to a higher IT-covalency and lower IT-ionicity descriptors of the system chemical bonds. In the augmented set case, χ aug. = (χ , ψ), containing the polarization function complement ψ of χ , the use of only χ → χ communications is advocated in a semi-quantitative chemical interpretation of the IT bond indices. The maximum-overlap criterion is used to transform the general (orthonormal) extended basis ξ to its semi-augmented form χ aug. = ξ = ( χ , ψ), in which χ ≈ χ and ψ ≈ ψ, which facilitates the near minimum basis set interpretation of bond descriptors and extraction of communications involving the polarization functions ψ. A similar transformation using the minimum information distance criterion can be also envisaged. The effect of the atomic reduction of the molecular channels, which misses the effect of the "internal" communications (bonds) on constituent atoms, is also examined. As intuitively expected, the IT descriptors of such reduced channels are found to be less sensitive to the basis set enlargement.
Introduction
The information theory (IT) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] has recently been effectively used as a unifying concept in physics [8] and in an exploration of the electronic structure of molecules [9] [10] [11] . The effective state of bonded atoms relative to the corresponding free atoms defining the system promolecule has been probed [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and the IT justification [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] of the stockholder principle of Hirshfeld [21] for partitioning the molecular electron distribution into atomic pieces was given. The IT approach has also been applied to detect/index the system chemical bonds [9] [10] [11] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The molecular displacements of the entropy/information quantities due to bond formation, relative to the initial (promolecular) densities and their free-atom components, have been advocated as efficient probes of the chemical bonds [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
It has also been argued that a network of the system chemical bonds, generated by the occupied molecular orbitals (MO), determines the communication channels for the probability/information delocalization throughout the whole molecular system [9] [10] [11] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . It generates the communication noise in the ground-state propagation of signals of the electron allocations to basis functions of SCF MO calculations, e.g., the (orthogonalized) atomic orbitals (AO), and gives rise to an effective flow of information contained in the electron probability distributions. The former has been linked to the molecular overall bond-covalency, while the latter reflects the associated bond-ionicity. Together they index the resultant IT bond multiplicity (in bits) [6, 7, [9] [10] [11] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
The entropic manifestations of electron redistributions due to chemical bonds, e.g., those reflected by the Fisher [1] , Shannon [2] or Kullback-Leibler [4, 5] measures of the information content, have been used in probing the chemical bonds of a molecule [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For example, the non-additive part of the Fisher information in MO resolution [25] has been shown to generate the familiar electron localization function (ELF) [39] [40] [41] , while the associated AO-resolved measure provides the basis of the Contra-gradience (CG) probe [10, 11, 26] of the chemical bond localization in molecular systems [10, 11, [26] [27] [28] [29] . These novel IT criteria complement the familiar density-difference analysis reflecting the reconstruction of the initial densities of free atoms of the promolecule through the polarization (promotion) of the constituent atoms and the charge-transfer (CT) between them.
The molecular channel is defined by the conditional probabilities between the elementary events of ascribing electrons to the basis functions in the "input" and "output" of the communication network. It reflects the probability propagation between these elementary functions, e.g., those of the Gaussian expansion of AO. Its average noise (covalency, delocalization) and information flow (ionicity, localization) descriptors, defined by the complementary conditional-entropy and mutual-information quantities, then measure the "scattering" and "deterministic" aspects of the information system in question. They have been established as convenient tools for characterizing the chemical bonds in the orbital communication theory (OCT) [10, 11, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The promolecular reference, of the non-bonded atoms in their molecular positions, constitutes a natural initial stage in the bond-formation process. It has to be used to determine the difference aspect of the chemical bond, i.e., the "history" of the bond formation. A use of the AO-resolved information channels also allows one to connect to the standard orbital interpretations and SCF LCAO MO computations of molecular electronic structure, in both the Hartree-Fock (HF) or Kohn-Sham (KS) theories.
These molecular communications can be explored within any type of the basis set, e.g., the primitive Gaussians and/or their formal contractions. Since each selection of the basis functions determines its own set of the electron-allocation events in OCT their entropy/information descriptors are by definition basis set dependent. It is the main purpose of the present work to examine this dependence in some detail and propose adequate platforms for their comparison in the chemically meaningful terms and a subsequent interpretation of the information origins of the chemical bond.
More specifically, the orbital maximum overlap and the minimum information-distance criteria can be used to transform the arbitrary basis functions to equivalent orbitals resembling AO, and to produce the associated, chemically relevant communication systems. In this numerical analysis both the fully resolved and reduced channels [9, 42] of communications between the atomically-centered basis functions will be compared. The entropic descriptors are measured in bits, the unit corresponding to the basis 2 of the logarithmic measure of information.
Molecular conditional probabilities and their information descriptors
In OCT using the given (othonormal) basis χ = {χ k ≡ |k } the molecule is viewed as the communication channel (see Fig. 1 ), in which "signals" conveying a message about the electron distribution among these elementary functions are transmitted from the molecular "source" (input) a = {χ i ≡ |i } = χ , to the molecular "receiver" (output) b = {χ j ≡ | j } = χ , both consisting of all basis functions used to represent the system MO. It should be emphasized, that the multiple (cascade) scatterings are also admissible, since each AO in the molecular system both emits and receives signals of electron allocations [11, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . The conditional probabilities for the direct (single-stage) in such a transmission of information,
where p i stands for the molecular probability of the χ i occupancy and P(i ∧ j) denotes the joint probability of observing the two orbitals in the occupied MO subspace of the molecule, then generate the so called direct bond multiplicities and their covalency (noise) and ionicity (deterministic) components. They have been generated [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] from the quatum mechanical superposition principle [48] and the multiple scattering effects, responsible for the indirect bonds realized through the AO intermediaries, have been explored [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] 49] . In the restricted HF (RHF) approximation these direct-scattering probabilities P(b|a), for the closed-shell molecular configuration of N = 2r electrons can be expressed in terms of elements of the (idempotent) charge-and-bond-order (CBO), density matrix
where the (diagonal) matrix n 0 = {n s δ s,t } groups MO occupations in the molecular ground-state,D = |ϕ (n 0 /N ) ϕ| = |ϕ p 0,ϕ ϕ| stands for the density operator of the associated MO ensemble, andP b = |ϕ o ϕ o | denotes the projection onto the bonding subspace |ϕ o = {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ r } of r occupied MO in the molecular ground-state. The normalized probability P ( j|i) ≡ P(i → j) derived from the quantum superposition principle [48] applied to the occupied subspace of MO then reads [31] :
whereP i = |i i| and N i = 2/γ i,i stands for the normalization constant satisfying the relevant sum rule:
This probability is seen to be determined by the expectation value in the final (variable, output) state χ j of the scattering operatorŜ i from the initial (reference, input) state
where |i b =P b |i stands for the projection of χ i onto the ϕ o subspace. Hence, recognizing the molecular probabilities of basis functions p = {p i = γ i,i /N } gives the following joint probability of simultaneously observing two functions in the molecular bond system:
which satisfy the required partial and overall normalizations:
The molecular conditional entropy of the outputs-given-inputs in Fig. 1a ,
reflects the average noise (IT-covalency), while the the mutual information in the promolecular input and the molecular output signals of Fig. 1b ,
measures the channel IT ionicity (information capacity) [9] [10] [11] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In the preceding equation we have recognized the relevant normalization conditions of the molecular probabilities,
stands for the cross-entropy (entropy deficiency, missing information) of Kullback and Leibler [4, 5] measuring the information-distance, the similarity measure between the molecular and promolecular distributions of AO probabilities, while
denotes the familiar Shannon entropy [2, 3] of the molecular probabilities of basis functions. Therefore, the overall IT-bond index, which combines the above entropy-covalency and information-ionicity components, gives:
This equation determines the overall "normalization" of the global bond-multiplicity index of the IT description in OCT. The first, molecular contribution measures the overall uncertainty content in the ground-state probability distribution p. The second, difference term measured by the information "distance" between molecular and promolecular AO probabilities reflects the CT changes due to bond formation. Thus, Eq. (12) explicitly separates the overall molecular delocalization ("covalency") measure S(p) from the average entropic displacement ("ionicity") effect S(p p 0 ) due to the global displacement of the final electronic probability density from its initial, promolecular analog. One also observes that the mutual-information quantity estimated from the purely molecular channel of Fig. 1a ,
gives rise to the modified overall index
and hence:
In Table 1 we have compared for four representative molecules the illustrative IT bond descriptors (Eqs. 8, 13 and 14) resulting from the AO-channel, generated by RHF calculations in the minimum STO-3G basis set, and from the contracted basis set channel, determined by SCF MO calculations in the extended 6-31G* basis set. These predictions demonstrate the basis set dependence of entropic bond indices: relative to the minimum basis AO description the extended set is seen to increase the communication noise (indeterminacy) descriptor of the bond covalency, while diminishing the complementary information-flow (determinacy) measure of the bond ionicity. In the next section we shall develop a common platform for comparing such seemingly diverse predictions in OCT and establish appropriate means for their the chemically meaningful interpretation. Table 1 Basis set dependence of the entropy/information descriptors of the molecular communication channels for four illustrative molecules: RHF results in the minimum (STO-3G) and extended (6-31G*) basis sets The molecular input signal has been used to determine both the conditional-entropy and mutual-information data ( Fig. 1a) 
Molecular communications in the minimum and augmented bases
In the OCT exploration of the molecular bond structure one thus faces the problem of comparing the orbitally resolved information channels resulting from SCF LCAO MO calculations using different basis sets. Their conditional-entropy (IT-covalency) and information-capacity (IT-ionicity) descriptors are sensitive to the type and the number of basis functions used to represent the occupied MO subspace, which fully determines the system chemical bonds. Indeed, each basis set determines its own electron-assignment events in both the input and output of the molecular information channel. Therefore, a natural question arrises: how to compare communication systems generated in a small basis
and a larger set
in which m functions of the smaller basis χ are augmented by n polarization functions ψ. For example, one can envisage a typical scenario, when χ stands for the orthogonalized minimum basis of AO, which are occupied in the ground-state of separated atoms, with ψ then denoting the polarization functions required to account for the lowered symmetry of atoms-in-molecules (AIM) due to their molecular environment. Of interest also are the associated entropy/information descriptors of the system chemical bonds and their covalent/ionic components that these channels generate. For reasons of simplicity the closed-shell molecular ground-state is assumed throughout. The minimum basis set χ delineates the bonding capabilities offered by the active AO of separated atoms, which are occupied in their respective ground-states, while the polarization complement ψ embodies all purely molecular sources of chemical bonding, for which atomic promotion to higher (ground-state unoccupied) AO is required. One way to transform the communication system for a large basis set χ aug. into an effective probability propagation between basis functions of a small set χ is via the propability propagation in the information cascade χ → χ aug. → χ (shown in Fig. 2) . The large basis calculations generate the associated CBO matrix γ aug. (double the density matrix d aug. ),
whereP b again stands for the bond projector into the subspace of the (doubly occupied) MO. Its blocks determine all elementary stages of the cascade communications of Fig. 2 :
These direct-scattering blocks define the associated (rectangular) matrices P(χ → χ aug. ) and P(χ aug. → χ ) of the stage-prababilities in the cascade:
thus determining the effective probabilities
This information channel involves the extended-set of basis functions as intermediates in the effective communications between the minimum-set AO in the cascade input and output, which are occupied in the promolecule combining the free atoms placed in their molecular positions. Therefore, in this cascade information system one effectively accounts for contributions to propagations between basis functions χ and χ originating from the polarization functions ψ. This retains the minimum-basis framework for the subsequent, chemically meaningfull interpretation of bond-multiplicities. In this way the (implicit) supplement ψ in the extended set of the intermediate stage of the cascade intervenes only in calculating the effective molecular communications between the (explicit) minimum basis AO.
Therefore, the cascade of Fig. 2 fully accounts for the effects of ψ-intermediaries in shaping the resultant communication network between the minimum-set of basis functions. The effective probabilities of Eq. 21 represent the parallel arrangement of all single-AO "bridges" {P(i → j |k)}, which have recently been introduced to investigate the implicit (bridge) bond orders realized via the AO intermediaries [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . It should be observed, that the full conditional probability matrix in the large basis χ aug. , of the direct χ aug. → χ aug. communications,
combines the three blocks of Eq. 19 and the scatterings between polarization functions themselves:
It has been also demonstrated elsewhere [46, 47, 49] , that applying the idempotency property of the density matrix to the superposition of amplitudes of the elementary bridge-probabilities {P(i → j |k)}, predicts for such a parallel propagation through the complete bridge χ aug. , consisting of all (parallel) single-AO bridges,
However, the effective probabilities P eff . (χ → χ |χ aug. ) should slightly differ from their minimum basis analogs P(χ → χ ) by additionally incorporating all purely molecular origins of chemical bonding which are not admissible in the smaller set:
In the numerical part of this work we shall compare the conditional-entropy (noise) descriptors of the overall bond covalency in these two communication networks, in order to extract terms due to these polarizational degrees-of-freedom.
Use of the maximum overlap criterion
In a general case of the extended (non-orthogonal) basis ζ , ζ |ζ = S, of say Gaussian (G) orbitals or their formal contractions, we first transform the basis functions to their symmetrically orthogonalized analogs ξ = ζ S −1/2 , ξ |ξ = I. Since in comparing the communication channels for ξ and χ the larger set cannot be directly related to the minimum basis χ of the free-atom occupied AO, e.g., of the STO-nG type, one should again rotate functions ξ into their optimum (orthonormal) linear combinations,
which generate the m-dimensional subspace χ = ξ U χ of orbitals exhibiting the maximum pairwise resemblance (overlap) with their minimum basis analogs:
The relevant Euler equations for this maximum overlap criterion (MOC) are well known, e.g. [50] [51] [52] , giving the following optimum transformation in terms of the rectangular matrix = χ |ξ of the overlap integrals between functions in these two basis sets:
The associated representation of the bond-subspace projector of Eq. 18,
then determines the effective communications between optimum functions χ in the input and output of the molecular information channel:
These communications provide the effective minimum-basis description of the probability propagations in the general extended basis. The IT bond descriptors of this channel should then be compared with those resulting from the reference basis set χ.
The remaining blocks of the full CBO matrix in the transformed basis ξ read:
They in turn determine the "external" communications χ → ψ , ψ → χ and ψ → ψ in the MOC-transformed ξ channel,
which generate the associated polarization/promotion contributions to the system IT bond indices.
To summarize, in a general case of the (orthogonalized) basis set ξ , in which the minimum set χ is not directly augmented by its complement ψ of polarization functions, one first interprets the molecular CBO/probability data in terms of the equivalent, semiaugmented basis ξ , in which the subspaces χ (strongly resembling χ ) and hence also ψ(approximating ψ) have been established using MOC. This procedure also offers some interpretative advantages, by separating the near minimum-basis (internal) and the remaining polarization (external) communication links and generating their associated IT bond multiplicities due to polarization (promotion) in bonded atoms. A more detailed analysis of chemical implications of these "external" communications will be the subject of a separate study. The minimum-basis sources of the chemical bond, due to the internal communications in χ , are then determined by the diagonal block γ χ of the transformed CBO data [Eq. (31) ].
Clearly, this MOC procedure can be also regarded as generating the optimum augmented set χ aug. = ξ = ( χ , ψ) from the initial extended set ξ . Indeed, the MOC procedure by determining the optimum subspace χ also defines, implicitly, the complementary subspace ψ, i.e., the best polarization/diffuse complement of χ, which can be derived within the given extended basis ξ .
The performance of this criterion and the quality of the derived MOC fits can be tested by first comparing some elementary chemical descriptors of the molecular electronic structure from standard RHF calculations, e.g., the Wiberg [53] bond-orders Table 2 ), in each (ortho-normal) basis set considered. In these numerical tests performed for illustrative molecules the reference minimum basis set χ contains the STO-3G expansions, to which the general extended set ξ of the 6-31G** type is then MOC adjusted to determine the χ subset itself.
Atomic reductions and diatomic subchannels
The channel reduction [9, 42] , by combining contributions due to group of orbitals, can be used to separate the intra-atomic bond contributions from the truly bonding, inter-atomic ones. For example, adding molecular probabilities due to orbitals χ X = {χ j , j ∈ X} from atom X allows one to generate the corresponding condensed probability data {P X = x∈X p x } for the atoms as whole building blocks in a molecule. This atomic reduction can be performed in the input and output of the molecular communication system. As a result the constituent AIM, acting as whole units, then determine the admissible emitters and receivers of the electron assignment signals in the molecular communication system. Such AIM-resolved description, which we call the atomic-frame of the MO channel, can be generated for any adopted basis set. The question then arises, how sensitive are the entropy/information descriptors of the scattering and deterministic aspects of the information propagation in such atomic channels to the basis set quality. It should be realized, that the given deterministic communication X → Y, withP (Y|X) = 1, becomes "noisy" in the underlying orbital resolution {χ X → χ Y }, with communications defined by P(χ Y |χ X ), where x∈X y∈Y P(y |x ) = 1. The AIM input-reduction scheme thus determines the group sources of the the chemical bonds which are counted by the accompanying atomic output-reduction. In this section we briefly summarize the reduction process of conditional probabilities of the original (fully resolved) communication channel in the given basis set χ = {χ k ≡ k} to the associated atomic-frame.
We recall that these elementary communication links have been expressed as the expectation values in the output-orbital | j of the scattering operator from the inputorbital |i (Eq. 5) representing its bond-subspace
The atomic input-reduction for atom A thus involves the summation over the input orbitals |i ∈ χ A , which defines the scattering operator in the molecular bonding subspace from this atomic unit as a whole:
and the associated input-condensed probabilities:
where N A = i∈A γ i,i stands for the effective electron population of atom A, and the normalization constant N A = 2/N A satisfies the condition of Eq. 4:
The corresponding output-reduction for atom B involves straightforward summations of the canonical probabilities of Eq. 33 over the output orbitals | j ∈ χ B :
Finally, the simultaneous input and output atomic reductions of the MO channel, which allows one to determine the IT indices describing the global atomic sources of the inter-atomic bonds, involve both these condensations of the fully resolved conditional probabilities:
They define the associated conditional-entropy (average "noise") descriptor
It should be emphasized that this totally reduced channel misses some contributions to these interatomic IT connectivities [9, 42] , since in the reduced input the atoms are treated as whole subsystems thus missing the intra-atomic bond sources due to the AIM polarization/ promotion. Moreover, since in polyatomics P A + P B < 1, these diatomic descriptors have to be eventually renormalized to ensure that the diatomic input signal is complete. It has been argued elsewhere [36] that by focusing on communications P(χ XY |χ XY ) in diatomic fragments XY of the molecule, between their constituent orbitals χ XY = (χ X , χ Y ), one can derive useful entropy/information indices of the localized bond X-Y, e.g.,
Here, the internal, S χ XY (int.), and external, S χ XY (ext.), contributions reflect the communication noise generated by the intra-and inter-atomic communication in diatomic fragment XY. They respectively involve the atom diagonal {P(χ X |χ X ), P(χ Y |χ Y )} and off-diagonal {P(χ Y |χ X ), P(χ X |χ Y )} probability scatterings. The latter generate the conditional entropies which can be expected to be more directly related to the Wiberg bond multiplicities of the SCF MO theory.
Maximum information-similarity criterion
In determining the optimum transformation of a general (orthonortmal) basis set ξ of Section 4 to the approximate augmented set ξ = ( χ, ψ), in which the subspace χ = ξ U χ is to resemble as much as possible the minimum set χ of the occupied AO of the separated constituent atoms, one can also use the relevant information criteria. For example, one can require the minimum entropy deficiency (information distance) [4, 5] between the electron probability distributions p 0 (r) and p 0 (r) generated by the atomically occupied basis sets χ and χ , respectively,
The reference (orthonormal) AO χ = ξ F and their ground-state occupations ν 0 = {ν i δ i, j } result from the separate SCF MO calculations on the (isolated) constituent atoms. They generate the associated atomic (canonical) CBO matrix, γ 0 = ξ |χ ν 0 χ |ξ ≡ N ξ |D 0 |ξ = Fν 0 F † , the associated promolecular electron density
and its probability distribution (shape-factor) p 0 (r) = ρ 0 (r)/N . Attributing the same occupations to the approximate orbitals χ then gives the corresponding variational densities:
Should the whole basis ξ be used in SCF MO calculations on the ground-states of the system separated (molecularly placed) atoms, giving the reference orbitals χ X = ξ U X , as in determining the counterpoise correction to molecular interactions [54] , then the optimum augmentation scheme should exactly recover the minimum basis set and the orbital/atomic densities it generates. Indeed, including in this exact augmentation scheme the relevant constraints of the prescribed atomic numbers of electrons, N 0 X = ρ 0 X (r)dr = x∈X ν x , in the atomically resolved variational principle of Eq. 45,
then reconstructs these densities through the corresponding Euler equations:
Indeed, applying the corresponding constraint value gives G X = 1 and hence ρ 0
Clearly, by adopting different bases { ξ X } and {ξ X } in the atomic and molecular calculations, respectively, i.e., {χ X = ξ X U X } and { χ X = ξ U X }, can only produce χ resembling χ : { χ X ≈ χ X }. The independent variational principles for determining the minimum cross-entropies
; r] (Eq. 44) of the approximate (canonical) AO should include the relevant normalization constraints of orbitals χ X = { χ x } or their electron densities ρ X = { ρ 0 x (r)},
The associated Euler equations for the optimum unknowns U x = U r,x then assume the form of the eigenvalue problem of the Hermitian matrix H X = f X (r) (r)dr :
Numerical calculations
The adopted (reference) minimum set χ is the familiar STO-3G basis used in GAMESS system, while the representative extended set ξ is the split-valence contracted basis 6-31G** also involving a single shell of polarization functions on each element. The experimental geometries have been used throughout. The results in the extended set have been subsequently transcribed into the effective minimum set χ , by using the maximum overlap criterion of Eqs. (27) and (28). The reported Wiberg indices of bond multiplicities in Table 2 are seen to reflect the accepted chemical intuition quite well in all basis-set variants reported, but the two minimum sets are somewhat superior in recognizing the accepted values of the single, multiple and "half" bonds of the textbook chemistry. For example, as in the Hückel approximation, these basis sets predict practically 3/2 bond between two ortho-carbons, vanishing direct chemical bonding between the two meta-carbons, and approximately 0.1 cross-ring bond between para-carbons in benzene. One also detects a slight basis-set dependence of these bond-orders, particularly for CO 2 and F 2 .
A comparison of Table 3 indicates that the MOC of Eq. (27) is indeed quite efficient in extracting the effective minimum-basis (chemical) interpretation from the extended basis results. It should also be noticed, that it is the entropy-covalency descriptor S which exhibits the strongest basis set dependence, with the information-ionicity component I remaining practically unaffected by specific choices of basis functions. The justification of this trend comes from Eq. (9). Indeed, taking into account that for the given basis set the information distance S(p |p )= 0, one predicts an increased invariance of I (p : p) = S(p) − S(p |p ), due to an expected cancellation of increases in these two entropies accompanying the basis-set enlargement.
A similar conclusion follows from examining Table 4 , where the corresponding IT descriptors of diatomic channels-in-molecules are displayed, both atomically reduced The last two columns report deviations in entropic indices: S = S χ − S χ , I = I χ − I χ Table 4 The conditional entropies of diatomic fragments in molecules reported in The last column reports the difference S between these AO-resolved diatomic networks: S AB = S χ AB − S χ AB and in full basis set resolution, respectively. In particular, the entries of the table last column again demonstrate the MOC efficiency in bringing the extended basis descriptors to an equivalent minimum basis representation. As expected, the bond components resulting from the AIM-reduced channels are similar in all representations. Therefore, they have been numerically validated as practical invariants of any SCF MO calculations. One also observes that for diatomics in Table 4 , for which P H + P X = 1, X = H, N, O, F, one indeed detects a monotonic decrease in the entropy-covalency index, as intuitively expected from the increasing electronegativity of the hydrogen companion.
In the final comparison of Table 5 the overall IT-covalent (unreduced) indices of Table 4 have been partitioned into the intra-atomic and inter-atomic contributions of Eq. (40) . In terms of these complementary components the basic conclusion drawn from preceding quantitities still holds: the two minimum variants of the basis set generate quite similar conditional-entropy descriptors. One also detects, that in these small-basis descriptions the internal/external communications in or between the two AIM are comparable, while the large-basis network generates a dramatic increase in the average noise due to the associated intra-atomic communications alone. 
Conclusions
It was the main goal of the present analysis to find satisfactory tools for interpreting the entropic descriptors of the molecular information channels in orbital resolution, which are known to be strongly basis-set dependent. The minimum basis of AO occupied in the system "promolecule" generates the most "chemical" account of the bond covalency or ionicity and its resultant multiplicity, and gives understanding of diverse factors conditioning the efficiency of the orbital interaction, which can be linked to the familiar MO diagrams of the textbook chemistry. Therefore, in this work we have proposed to transform the large-basis communications into probability propagations in an equivalent (augmented) set, comprising of the effective minimum set of AO determined from the MOC. We have also numerically confirmed that this fitted small basis and the reference minimum AO set indeed generate practically identical global and diatomic IT-indices, as well as their entropy-covalent/information-ionic composition and the internal (intra-atomic)/external (inter-atomic) contributions. As expected, the AIM-reduced channels were shown to be quite insensitive to basis set enlargement, so that the bond descriptors they generate provide another set of invariants in OCT of the chemical bond.
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